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Shell Petroleum Development Company (SPDC) of Nigeria has started production at Gbaran – Ubie 
Phase 2, a key project in Nigeria’s Niger Delta region. The first phase of the integrated oil and gas 
development was commissioned in June 2010. Peak production of around 175,000 boe/d is expected 
in 2019. 
 
France is reportedly planning to stop granting new exploration permits next years as it seek to end 
all oil and gas production by 2040 as part of President Emmanuel Macron’s broader plan to take the 
lead against climate change. 
 
ACG PSA amended and extended to 2049 
The ACG fields have delivered more than $125bn of net profit to Azerbaijan since the first PSA was 
signed in 1994 
The Azerbaijan government and state – owned Socar, together with partners BP, Chevron, Inpex, 
Statoil, ExxonMobil, TP, Itochu and ONGC Videsh have signed an amended and restated agreement 
on the joint development and production sharing agreement (PSA) for the Azeri and Chirag fields, 
and the deep water portion of the Gunashli field (ACG) in the Azeri sector of the Caspian Sea. 
 
BP will remain the operator in accordance with the amended and restated ACG PSA. As part of the 
contract, the international co – ventures will pay a bonus of $3.6bn to the State Oil Fund of the 
Republic of Azerbaijan, and Socar will increase its equity share in the ACG PSA from 11.65% to 25%. 
During the next 32 years, there is the potential for more than $40bn capital to be invested in the 
ACG oil field, according to a joint statement released by the partners. 
 
Following completion of the contract, the new ACG participating interests will be BP 30.37%, Socar 
25%, Chevron 9.57%, Inpex 9.31%, Statoil 7.27%, ExxonMobil 6.79%, TP 5.73%, Itochu 3.65% and 
ONGC Videsh 2.31%.  
 
Socar and its co – ventures have also agreed to progress engineering development work to evaluate 
an additional production platform in the ACG contract area. 
 
According to Rovnag Abdullayev, Socar President, ACG has benefited from $33bn of investment 
since the signing of the first PSA in 1994, producing around 44mn tonnes of oil and delivering 
directly more than $125bn of net profit of Azerbaijan. 
 
The new contract is effective until the end of 2049. 
 
North Korean military ops could impact China oil 
North Korea fired a second missile over Japan in mid – September, continuing an aggressive military 
stance in the Pacific. Any further tension or launches could potentially impact its neighbours who are 
the world’s largest energy importers – China, Japan and South Korea, which in total accounted for 
34% (13.6mn b/d) of seaborne oil trade flows, 55% (143mn tonnes) of seaborne coal trade globally 
in 2016, according to market analyst Wood Mackenzie. 
 
‘In the event of any conflict, China could more readily tap into its domestic coal and gas resources, 
but Japan and South Korea could be left wanting given their large dependence on imports, and their 
usual practice of not maintaining large stockpiles. The threat of conflict could help drive restarts in 
the ‘flailing nuclear industry,’ comments Chris Graham, Product Suite Director, Gas and LNG, Wood 
Mackenzie. ‘Oil markets would also be severely affected. Around 65% of Asia’s refining capacity is 
located in Japan, South Korea and China.’ 



 
‘Oil demand in Japan and South Korea could still be met for at least 90 days be the emergency 
stockpiles mandated for OECD countries. China could dip into its Strategic Petroleum Reserves for 
the first time since it started building these three to four years ago, in a worst case scenario.’ 
 
As with coal and gas, China has domestic oil production options, although up to 58% of this could be 
at risk of shut–in in the event of escalating tensions. According to Graham: ‘Around 1.5mn b/d of 
China’s 3.95mn b/d crude production comes from the North China Basin, with the nearest field just 
200km from the North Korean border. Another 0.8mn b/d is produced from the Songliao Basin, 
approximately 400km from the border.’ 
 
He concludes: ‘Escalating security risks on the Korean Peninsular will drive increased price volatility 
across the commodities. A demand – side risk of this scale could put downward pressure on price 
globally, but regional stockpiling and increased logistics costs could equally lead to a short – term 
price premium.’ 
 
Gas to become world’s primary energy source by 2035 
Oil and gas will still be crucial components of the world’s energy future, according to DNV GL’s 
inaugural forecast of the energy transition. While renewable energy will grow its share of the energy 
will grow its share of the energy mix, oil and gas will account for 44% of world energy supply in 2050, 
compared to 53% today. Gas will become the largest single source of energy from 2034. 
 
The Energy transition outlook (ETO) forecast spans the global energy mix to 2050, predicting that 
global demand for energy will flatten in 2030, then steadily decline over the next two decades, 
thanks to step – changes in energy efficiency. The fossil fuel share of the world’s primary energy mix 
will reduce from 81% currently to 52% in 2050. 
 
Demand for oil is expected to peak in 2022, driven by expectations for a surge in the prominence of 
light electric vehicles (EVs), accounting for 50% of new car sales globally by 2035. However, the 
largest single source of energy towards 2050, and the last of the fossil fuels to experience peak 
demand, which DNV GL expects will occur in 2035. 
 
Gas will continue to play a key role alongside renewable in helping to meet future, lower – carbon, 
energy requirements. Major oil companies intend to increase the share of gas in their reserves, and 
DNV GL expects and accelerated shift by 2022 as companies decarbonise their business portfolios. 
 
While demand for hydrocarbons will peak over the next two decades, significant investment will be 
needed to add new oil and gas production capacity and operate existing assets safely and 
sustainably. However, the results of the ETO model reinforce the need of maintain strict cost 
efficiency in order to achieve the margins necessary for future capital and operation expenditure. 
 
‘We have seen impressive and important innovative efforts across the energy industry, resulting in 
cost saving and efficiency gains. The oil and gas industry must continue on a path of strict cost 
control to stay relevant. Coming from a tradition of technological achievements, and having the 
advantage of existing infrastructure and value chains, this industry has the potential to continue to 
contribute to energy security and shape our energy future,’ says Elisabeth Torstad, CEO, DNG GL – 
Oil & Gas. 
 
‘Increased digitalisation, standardisation and remote or autonomous operations will play a central 
role in achieving long – term cost saving and improving the oil and gas industry’s carbon footprint. 



We also expect the industry to turn to innovations in facility design, operating models and 
contracting strategies,’ she added. 
 
Looking at the renewable and carbon emissions elements of the report, our sister publication Energy 
World notes that the DNV GL forecast warns that the world is not on a track to meet the Paris 
Agreement goal of a maximum 2°C rise on pre – industrial temperatures. The forecast sees energy – 
related carbon emission dropping by 50% by 2050, with the 2°C carbon budget exhausted by 2041 
and a resulting 2.5°C of warming. 
 
Launching the ETO in London in early September 2017, DNV GL’s President and CEO Remi Eriksen 
said that the company set out to ‘Avoid wishful thinking’ when outlining the forecast – and that the 
predicted failure to meet the Paris target should focus the minds of policymakers. ‘This should be a 
wake – up call to governments and decision – makers within the energy industry,’ he said. ‘The 
industry has taken bold steps before, but now needs to take even bigger strides.’ 
 
The peaking of primary energy supply is part of the ETO’s wider story in which energy use continues 
to decouple from global population rises, carbon emissions and especially GDP growth. This is due to 
the rate of energy efficiency improving faster than the rate of global economic growth in the 
forecast. The study suggests in the world’s energy intensity will decline by a rate of 2.5%/y, almost 
double the 1.4%/y decline seen today. 
 
As well as a move in China and India to more service – oriented economies, electrification and a 
growing share of renewable is a large part of this decoupling picture. Eriksen pointed out that the 
shift to renewable technologies will aid efficiency by avoiding thermal losses from coal and gas – 
fired power generation. DNV GL predicts that wind and solar power will each account for 36% of the 
global electricity mix in 2050, and by 2050 both fossil fuels and renewable will have an almost equal 
share of the total energy mix. 
 
Elsewhere the report says that the energy transition will be affordable. As the energy system shifts 
from one that is dominated by operating costs (opex) and fossil fuels to one that is dominated by 
capital costs (capex) and renewable, the overall yearly expenditure on energy will remain relatively 
constant, it says. With a projected 130% increase in global GDP by 2050, the proportion of energy 
expenditure is expected to drop to 2% of global GDP in 2050 from 5% today. 
 
DNV GL describes ETO 2017 as a ‘central forecast,’ using an in – house model and the company’s 
experience of both the fossil fuel and renewable energy worlds to come up with a single energy 
future – rather than a range of scenarios. 
 
Speaking at the report’s launch former Shell Chairman Lord Oxburgh said the forecast had some 
‘optimistic assumptions,’ and that a future world may have to rely more on carbon capture and 
storage (CCS) and nuclear power should some of these not materialise. Meanwhile, John Knight, 
Head of Global Strategy at Statoil, said that the decline of energy intensity to 2.5% per year was ‘a 
heroic step – change’ that would required ‘a big change in policy’. 
 
‘Decarbonisation is not just an engineering challenge, it is a governance one,’ said Ditlev Engel, CEO 
of DNV GL’s energy business. ‘Bold policies are needed to enable the transition.’ 
 
US to become net oil exporter ex – Canada by 2019 
With rising shale liquids output continuing to outpace oil demand growth, PIRA forecast that the US 
will become a net oil exporter by 2023, writer Paul Sheldon, S&P Global Platts Analytics. In the 



meantime, rising Canadian imports are also set to make the US a net oil exporter to the world 
outside North America by 2019. 
 
Lower US oil import dependence will likely have political implications, including a growing 
temptation to use Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) sales to fund non – energy items. In addition, 
calls for a reduced military presence in the Middle East could grow louder. 
 
US net oil imports, as simply measured by total liquids supply minus oil demand, peaked in 2005 at 
12.5mn b/d. By 2017, total US liquids production rose by nearly 90% to 16mn b/d, and net oil 
imports fell to 4.4mn b/d. PIRA estimates the US will shift to a net oil exporter by 2023, with net 
exports forecast to reach over 3mn b/d by around 2030. 
 
However, the headline net oil import figure does not tell the complete story of US oil trade flows. 
The US remains a large net importer of crude, at over 7mn b/d in 2017. At the same time, in 2017 
PIRA forecast the US will be a net exporter of close to 1mn b/d of the four major refined products 
(gasoline, diesel, jet kerosene, and fuel oil). NGL exports are also growing as a result of higher shale 
production, reaching nearly 1.5mn b/d in 2017. 
 
An improving US trade balance may have several implications. For one, lower oil import dependence 
may impact how the US utilises the SPR. The government created this emergency stockpile in the 
wake of the Arab oil embargo in 1973 – 1974, in order to alleviate the economic impact of oil supply 
disruptions. But since late 2015, three pieces of non – energy legislation have mandated close to 
150mn barrels of SPR sales from 2017 to 2025. With US shale production projected to nearly double 
from 7.4mn b/d in 2017 to 14mn b/d by 2025, the temptation for lawmakers to tap the SPR for 
unrelated items will likely grow. 
 
Political discussions over potential SPR sales extend beyond Congress to the White House as well. In 
March 2017, a Trump Administration budget proposal included $16.6bn in SPR sales between fiscal 
2018 & 2027. The proposal is unlikely to pass in its current form, but demonstrates how many 
politicians view non – emergency SPR sales as more politically palatable than tax hikes to plug 
spending gaps. This is unlikely to change as oil import dependency continues to diminish. 
 
Other policies such as corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards, bio fuel mandates and 
electric vehicle subsidise, to name a few, were at least partly driven by import dependence 
concerns. Political support for these kinds of programmes could weaken as well. 
 
As a net oil exporter, the US would also have a broader cushion to soften the impacts of a domestic 
supply disruption, for instance from sudden or extreme weather events like those just experience 
with Hurricane Harvey. Exports may be used to feed domestic demand in times of shortages. 
 
China to set deadline to phase our conventional vehicles  
Country to follow France, India and the UK towards electric vehicle future, while manufacturers 
increase commitments to EVs 
China is to set deadline for the end of sales of conventional internal combustion engine vehicles to 
accelerate the move towards greater electric vehicle (EV) use in the country. 
 
In another month the saw a spate of headlines on EVs, China’s Vice Minister of Industry and 
Information Technology, Xin Goubin, told a vehicle conference in Tianjin that the Chinese 
government is working with regulators on a timetable for ending the productions and sales of fossil 
fuelled vehicles in the country. The Chinese state – run news agency Xinhua reported Goubin as 



telling the conference that vehicle manufacturers need to adjust their future strategies to keep in 
line with the plans.  
 
While Goubin did not stipulate what the timetable will look like, the move would see China follow 
countries including the UK and France in setting a phase – out date for conventional vehicles, albeit 
on a much greater scale. 
 
According to the International Energy Agency’s recent Global EV Outlook, China accounted for 40% 
of the 753,000 EVs sold worldwide in 2016, but of the 28mn vehicles sold in China last year only 1% 
were electric. The Chinese manufacturers BYD and BAIC dominate the EV market in the country. 
 
China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology announced earlier this year that sales of 
‘new energy vehicles’ (fully electric or plug – in hybrid EVs) should reach 2mn by 2020 and account 
for over 20% of total vehicle production and sales by 2025. 
 
The news from China follows announcement from the UK and France in July that both countries will 
ban conventional passenger vehicles by 2040. India has also announced that it is looking to ban 
conventional vehicles by 2030. 
 
Meanwhile, European manufactures have been making more commitments on EVs. Germany’s 
BMW announced that it will be mass producing electric cars by 2020 and will have 12 different pure 
electric models on sale by 2025. It said that it will offer a full – electric or plug – in hybrid drivetrain 
alternative alongside all conventional versions of its model series, with all its production plants being 
able to build a mix of these simultaneously. BMW also announced a battery electric MINI that will go 
into production in 2019. 
 
The company said that it expects EVs to account for between 15% and 25% of its sales by 2025, but 
that this depends on regulations, incentives and charging infrastructure in different markets. It says 
it will have 200,000 electrified vehicles on roads by the end of this year. 
 
Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) has recently committed to a completely electric future, following Volvo’s 
announcement that is will only launch electric or hybrid vehicles after 2019. JLR has said that all 
models released from 2020 will either be fully electric or hybrid. The manufacturer currently does 
not produce any electric cars, with a battery – powered SUV planned for production next year. 
 
And the world’s largest car manufacturer Vlokswagen is the latest manufacturer to commit to 
electric, announcing that it will offer an electric version of all of its 300 models by 2030, and 80 new 
electric cars by 2025. 
 
Finally, Nissan has unveiled a longer – range version of its popular LEAF electric car. The new model 
will have effectively double the range of the current LEAF, with a quoted 380 km range under 
European driving conditions. The Nissan LEAF is the world’s most popular EV, with 283,000 sold since 
its 2010 launch. 
 
A quarter of India’s energy demand in 2030 ‘could be met with renewable’ 
India could raise its renewable energy use to meet a quarter of its total final energy demand by 
2030, says the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), but investment in renewable needs 
to more than double to meet this goal. 
 



A report from IRENA, Renewable energy prospects for India, says that India could increase its share 
of renewable power to over one – third by 2030, with bio fuels making up 62% of the country’s total 
renewable energy use, followed by solar power at 16% wind at 14% and hydropower at 7%. 
 
Energy from bio fuels could be used across the demand spectrum within several sectors like 
transport, heat and electricity, whilst increased renewable supply would also lower the demand for 
coal and oil products between 17% and 23% by 2030, says IRENA. 
 
Increased renewable generation will result in more jobs and improved energy access from poor 
communities (estimates suggest that some 80mn households have limited or no access to 
electricity). However, meeting India’s electric demand – which has grown by 10% each year for the 
past decade – will require investment in more flexible power grid systems, interconnectors and 
storage. Mobilising affordable financing and adapting new business models will also be essential to 
enable a more flexible grid system, the report finds. 
 
If India sourced a quarter of its total energy demand from renewable sources by 2030, its Paris 
Agreement pledge would be fulfilled, says the report. 
 
Georgia Power to press ahead with Vogtle nuclear plant 
The US state of Georgia’s utility Georgia Power has decided to push ahead with the troubled units 3 
and 4 at the Vogtle nuclear power plant, following the bankruptcy in March of the reactor 
manufacturer Westinghouse. 
 
Georgia Power has filed a recommendation with the Georgia Public Service Commission (PCS) to 
complete the units, indicating it would be the most economic choice for the state’s electricity 
consumers. The move is supported by the co – owners of the project. The two reactors are expected 
to begin operation in late 2021 and 2022, should the PSC approve the recommendation. 
 
The two AP1000 Westinghouse units are 66% complete, and the utility has been grappling with 
whether to spend an additional $1bn to $1.7bn above its initial budget to complete the project, with 
estimates that it would cost around $6bn to cancel it. 
 
The news follows the halting of construction of two other AP1000 reactors in South Carolina, the 
state north – east of Georgia. South Carolina utilities South Carolina electric & gas and Santee 
Cooper, which co – own the VC Summer nuclear plants, decided it would be more economical for 
customers if the project to build two new reactors at the site was stopped. 
 
Vogtle is now the only nuclear plant in the US that is being constructed. Nuclear power generation in 
the US is struggling to compete in a market with lower – than - forecast demand, cheap gas power 
and increasingly competitive renewable. 
 
Georgia Power said that, based on all factors, ‘completing both units represents the most economic 
choice for customers and preserves the benefits of carbon – free, baseload generation’. The utility 
evaluated alternatives’ including abandoning one or two of the units or converting them to gas – 
fired generation. The project’s estimated capital costs come in at around $19bn. The PSC will now 
review Georgia Power’s recommendation by early next year. 
 
Meanwhile, back to South Carolina, the utility Duke Energy Carolinas has applied to South Carolina’s 
PSC to cancel its planned Lee nuclear power station and recover the planning and pre – construction 
costs for the project, due to the same factors outlined above. Instead it says it plans to spend $6bn 
over four years on solar power, battery storage and smart grid technology. 



The number of unclear new build projects worldwide are at their lowest level in a decade, according 
to the 2017 World Nuclear Industry Status Report. The report says that construction starts of nuclear 
reactors worldwide has fallen from a high of 15 in 2010 to ten in 2013, eight in 2015, three in 2016 
and one in the first half of this year. Most of these new reactors are being built in China. 
 
German refinery to produce its own hydrogen from water 
What could be the world’s largest Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) electrolyser – which would 
produce hydrogen gas from water – is being planned at a refinery complex in Germany. 
 
The 10MW PEM electrolyser is planned for the Wesseling refinery site in Shell’s Rheinland Refinery 
Complex in Western Germany. Partners Shell and ITM Power say that the electrolyser project aims 
to prove the technology at this scale and to provide hydrogen made from renewable energy for use 
at the refinery. 
 
Shell, through Shell Deutschland and Shell Energy Europe, with consortium partners ITM Power, 
SINTEF, thinkstep and Element Energy, are progressing the project under the European Fuel Cells 
and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking (FCH 2 JU), following a competitive call for proposals. 
 
The Rheinland refinery uses around 180,000 tonnes of hydrogen per year, which is currently 
produced as a by – product of refining processes, or through natural gas reforming. The electrolyser 
would use electrolysis to split water into hydrogen and oxygen, resulting in fossil fuel – free 
hydrogen. The project aims to demonstrate the technology as well as cost improvements through 
upscaling.  
 
Hydrogen from the electrolyser would by integrated into refinery processes, and its location will 
allow the refinery to later expand its facilities to supply hydrogen to potential new customers, says 
Shell. 
 
‘Decarbonising hydrogen production in the chemical and refining industries worldwide is potentially 
a very large market,’ said ITM Power CEO, Dr Graham Cooley.  ‘This pioneering project with Shell 
aims to demonstrate what can be achieved using our industrial scale electrolysers which can also use 
low – cost renewable energy and help to balance electricity grids’. 
 

 Meanwhile, ITM Power is also involved in what will be the first hydrogen bus route in 
France, in the city of Pau. The route is expected to be in operation in September 2019 and 
eight hydrogen fuel cell buses will take passengers from the hospital to the railway station. 
Project partners include the bus manufacturer Van Hool, SMTU – PPP, Engie and ITM Power. 
Engie, via its GNVERT subsidiary, will provide the fuelling station, with the hydrogen 
produced onsite via an ITM Power PEM electrolyser. 

 
Trans Adriatic Pipeline 50% complete 
After 16 months of construction the developers of the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) have announced 
that the project is over 50% complete. 
 
The ‘Southern Gas Corridor’ pipeline will transport natural gas from the Caspian Sea through Greece 
and Albania, across the Adriatic Sea and into Europe via Italy. At a length of 878 km, it will start at 
Kipoi on the Greece – Turkey border where it will connect to the Trans – Anatolian gas pipeline. 
 
TAP, which is owned by BP, SOCAR, Snam, Fluxys, Enagas and Axpo, says that 16mn man hours has 
been spent on the project so far. Around 70% of the route in Greece and Albania – 539 km of a total 
length of 765km – has been cleared, with 45% of welded steel pipes in the ground. 



 
The project is using 55,000 land – based pipes, and around 95% of these have been delivered to 
Greece, Albania and Italy, according to TAP. The offshore pipe sections are currently in Italy. Around 
5,500 people have been working on the project. 
 
TAP is planned to be operational and delivering gas from the Shah Deniz II gas field in Azerbaijan into 
Europe in 2020. 
 


